
RORP Playground labelling

Labelling the 
playground for 
extraction 

Contact:

Lyn Borghouts

Flemington 
Kensington Rotary

0410 438 061

borlyn@tpg.com.au

This is one of four (4) RORP playground harvesting documents

 RORP: Club playground harvest instructions.
 RORP: Donor playground harvest instructions
 RORP: Playground labelling.
 RORP: Guide to taking playground photos
Documents available from https://rotaryflemington.org.au/sitepage/rotary-overseas-recycled- playgrounds-1/welcome
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Labelling the playground for extraction 

 Each playset in a playground has its own letter 

 The letters are unique so the playsets can be sorted at DIK

 The numbered plans have a number for every piece of the playground

 Mark the number in the middle of each piece as large as possible 
in permanent ink (eg C1, C25, C13)

 At each joint mark with the joint label in permanent marker

 A joint label is made up of the two numbers of the pieces that join –
lowest number is always first. Drop the letter. (eg 1-25, 13-25). 

 Each side of the joint is marked with the same label

 whilst a component part might look identical to another the reality is 
that the holes do not exactly match as they were drilled onsite. To 
interchange pieces that appear identical might require holes being 
slightly re-drilled when being reassembled in Sri Lanka rendering the 
structure less stable. The codes are important.
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 You will get access to a labelled set of drawings with photos of 
your playground for your team to label each piece. 

 The piece labels are shown on the photos. If there are any missing 
just write them on the drawing please.

 The drawings include a table describing each piece

 For the work on site you need A3 single sided colour copies of the 
drawings with you and at least two people to do the marking. 

 The joint labels need to be added to the equipment so it can be 
reassembled. 

 Joint numbers are written as two numbers lowest-highest, eg 3-6 
on the joint between pieces C3 and C6. Each side of the joint has 
the same label marked in permanent marker. If there are two joint 
points ie two screws they are labelled 3-6a. and 3-6b, again 
repeated on the C3 piece and the C6 piece. 

 See the example on the end page
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 The whole point of this drawing and labelling is to provide plans 
for the other end to reassemble the playsets. 

 You have marked up the drawings with any piece numbers that 
were wrong or missing. 

 Now I need them back to make any changes then post them for 
the other end to use. 

 You can photograph the changed sheets then email me the photos 
or snail mail me the markups. (I’d prefer an email to 
borlyn@tpg.com.au thanks) 
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Example 
drawing 
provided and 
labelling

Thank You! 

10-18a

10-18b

10
-18a

10
-18b

A
10A13
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27/12/2018

Playset ID Source location Location ID Type No. pieces Container 

A Bendigo 1005 mixed straight slide 60 1

B Bendigo 1005 see saw 7 1

C Lyndhurst Marriott 1006 little kids mixed 29 1

D Werribee Quantin Binnah 1012 mixed curly and double slides 47 1

E Werribee Quantin Binnah 1012 flying fox 19 1

F Melton West Primary 1007 flying fox 7

FA Melton West Primary 1007 small combination 13

G Melton West Primary 1007 Combination set 2 straight slides 42

H Melton West Primary 1007 large combination traverse 51

J Melton West Primary 1007 hanging set 17

JA Melton West Primary 1007 chain wall 4

K Melton West Primary 1007 smaller mixed double slide 14

L Melton West Primary 1007 large combination tube slide 48

M Hannah Watts Melton 1020 Combination unit large 93 1

N Hannah Watts Melton 1020 Combination unit small 38 1

P Hannah Watts Melton 1020 Swing 7 1

Q Hannah Watts Melton 1020 Combination unit medium 50 1

R Hannah Watts Melton 1020 Junior swing 7 1

S Hannah Watts Melton 1020 Hang poles 5 1

T Healesville Queens Park 1008 large combination set 86 1

U Healesville Queens Park 1008 small combination set - letter not marked 33 1

V Healesville Queens Park 1008 see saw - not labelled 4 1

W Caulfield Grammar 1018 large combination set 47 1

X Bryant Reserve Ivanhoe 1021 medium mixed set 37

Y Bryant Reserve Ivanhoe 1021 swings, seesaw and rocker 9
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